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Implementation: Perfumery Kamelia 
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FITTINGS FOR COMMERCIALFITTINGS FOR COMMERCIALFITTINGS FOR COMMERCIALFITTINGS FOR COMMERCIAL
FACILITIES AND OFFICESFACILITIES AND OFFICESFACILITIES AND OFFICESFACILITIES AND OFFICES
We are all aware that the modern o�ice and shopping facilities at theWe are all aware that the modern o�ice and shopping facilities at theWe are all aware that the modern o�ice and shopping facilities at theWe are all aware that the modern o�ice and shopping facilities at the
present time cannot function without e�ective and e�icient lighting.present time cannot function without e�ective and e�icient lighting.present time cannot function without e�ective and e�icient lighting.present time cannot function without e�ective and e�icient lighting.
Our o�er in this regard includes both light-box louver fittings as well asOur o�er in this regard includes both light-box louver fittings as well asOur o�er in this regard includes both light-box louver fittings as well as
surface-mounted and recessed fittings. We hope that the new series will surface-mounted and recessed fittings. We hope that the new series will
meet your expectations, as the main source of light.meet your expectations, as the main source of light.



QUATTRO SERIES 

CIRCLE II SERIES

5

BOX SERIES 
I-LINE SERIES
T-LED SERIES

ROLLER SERIES
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FITTINGS FOR COMMERCIAL FACILITIES AND OFFICES

BOX

FITTING CODE DIMENSIONS [mm] POWER [W] LUMEN [lm]* WEIGHT [kg] 

L W H dla 50o

BOX-1 252 252 209 20 2200 2,65

BOX-2 432 252 209 40 4400 4,70

BOX-3 617 252 209 60 6600 6,60

BOX-4 432 432 209 80 8800 8,50 

Fixture designed for flush mounting

Light distribution curve of the selected fitting BOX-1

Luminous intensity from a single fitting

Spectral distribution

Warm white 
Color temperature 2700 K[%]

50

0
400 440 480 520 560 600 640 680 720 760 [nm]

100

[m] - height
[lx] - intensity

BOX-1
3000 K

BOX luminaires belong to the family of flush 
mounted Spot-Light luminaires. The applied 
luminaire mounting brackets allow for instal-
lation in various types of suspended ceilings 
with a thickness 5-15 mm. The luminaire 
comes in four variants of light sources: single, 
double, triple and quadruple. Color tempera-
ture 2700 K, 3000 K or 4000 K. Housing integrity 
IP40. The di�user is made of transparent glass. 
Standard beam angle of luminaires is 50°. It 
is possible to select one of three additional 
beam angles (20°, 30° and 40°).

Options

1073

268

119

67

42

1

2

3

4

5

[m] [lx]

IP 40Ra 85 RoHSLED IK 0745oC A+220-240 
VAC

Color
temperature

/2700 K
/3000 K 
/4000 K

* The total luminous flux of the luminaire measured di�user 25°C. Luminous flux tolerance +/- 10%. 

L

W H

Warm white 
Color temperature 3000 K[%]

50

0
400 440 480 520 560 600 640 680 720 760 [nm]

100

NEW

90°

60°

30°
1310 cd/Klm

30°0°

90°

60°

Natural white 
Color temperature  4000 K[%]

50

0
400 440 480 520 560 600 640 680 720 760 [nm]

100

cd/klm C0 - C180 C90 - C270
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Implementation: Fashion house
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FITTINGS FOR COMMERCIAL FACILITIES AND OFFICES

I-LINE

FITTING CODE DIMENSIONS [mm] POWER [W] LUMEN [lm]* WEIGHT [kg]

L W H /mP

I-LINE-S490 495 64 64 20 /25 1900 / 2250 0,9

I-LINE-S980 983 64 64 25/ 35/ 45 2250 / 3300 / 4100 1,8

I-LINE-S1470 1471 64 64 45 / 55 / 70 4100 / 4800 / 6400 2,4

I-LINE-S1950 1959 64 64 70 / 90 6700 / 8300 3,15

I-LINE-S2930 2935 64 64 90/ 110 /140 8300/ 10500 / 12700 4,7

Luminaire for ceiling mounting, wall mounting or combine in light lines

Luminous intensity from a single fitting

Luminaire made of anodized aluminum in 
silver. Can be powder paint with a selected 
RAL color. As standard, luminaires are fitted 
with an integrated light source powered in 
sequencing technology. The di�user is made 
as microprism. Available color temperature 
4000 K. The luminaire can work with the DALI 
control system.

Options

H

L W

IP 40Ra 85 RoHSLED 45oC90o

Light distribution curve of the selected fitting  I-LINE / mP

cd/klm C0 - C180 C90 - C270

A+220-240 
VAC

Spectral distribution

Natural white
Color temperature 4000 K[%]

50

0
400 440 480 520 560 600 640 680 720 760 [nm]

100

Color
temperature /4000 K Color of the fitting silver

/RAL 9006

* The total luminous flux of the luminaire measured di�user 25°C. Luminous flux tolerance +/- 10%. 

[m] - height
[lx] - intensity

I-LINE-S1470 45W
4000 K

1979

494

219

123

79

1

2

3

4

5

[m] [lx]

Micro-prism
cover/mP DALI

ConnectDALI

NEW

90°

60°

30°
507 cd/Klm

30°0°

90°

60°

* Other colors according to
RAL palette
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FITTINGS FOR COMMERCIAL FACILITIES AND OFFICES

T-LED

FITTING 
CODE

DIMENSIONS  
 [mm]

POWER 
[W]

LUMEN* 
[lm]

WEIGHT 
[kg]

L W H /mP /D

T-LED-600 605 142 70 20 / 25 1750 / 2100 1700 / 2000 1,15

T-LED-1100 1093 142 70 25 / 35 / 45 2100 / 3100 / 3900 2000 / 3000 / 3700 2,0

T-LED-1580 1581 142 70 55 / 70 4500 / 6000 4300 / 5700 3,0

T-LED-2070 2069 142 70 50 / 70 / 90 4700 / 6300 / 7700 4500 / 6000 / 7400 3,8

Fixture designed for flush mounting

Light distribution curve of the selected fitting  T-LED / D

cd/klm C0 - C180 C90 - C270

Luminous intensity from a single fitting Spectral distribution

Natural white 
Color temperature 4000 K[%]

50

0
400 440 480 520 560 600 640 680 720 760 [nm]

100

[m] - height
[lx] - intensity

T-LED-1580 55W / D
4000 K

Narrow, modern flush-mounted luminaire 
made of sheet steel, powder-coated in white 
and comes standard with an integrated light 
source powered in sequencing technology. 
Two types of shade to choose from: di�usion 
or microprism. You can change the color of 
the decorative frame to the chosen RAL color. 
The luminaire is installed using pressure 
brackets. Available color temperature 4000 K.
The luminaire is available with the DALI 
control option.

1578

394

175

98

63

1

2

3

4

5

[m] [lx]

IP 40Ra 85 RoHSLED IK 0745oC A+ PZH220-240 
VAC Di�usion

cover/D

Options

Color
temperature/4000 K

* Other colors according  
to RAL palette

Color of the fitting white
/RAL 9003 Micro-prism

cover/mP

DALI
ConnectDALI

 W

H

100L

* The total luminous flux of the luminaire measured di�user 25°C. Luminous flux tolerance +/- 10%. 

NEW

90°

60°

30°
389 cd/Klm

30°0°

90°

60°
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FITTINGS FOR COMMERCIAL FACILITIES AND OFFICES

ROLLER

FITTING CODE DIMENSIONS [mm] POWER [W] LUMEN [lm]* WEIGHT [kg] 

Ø Ø1 H

ROLL-S 158 105 80 11 1000 1,3

ROLL-M 218 148 80 22 2100 2,0

ROLL-L 238 175 80 34 3000 2,3

Fixture designed for surface mounting

Light distribution curve of the selected fitting ROLL-M

Luminous intensity from a single fitting Spectral distribution

Warm white 
Color temperature 3000 K[%]

50

0
400 440 480 520 560 600 640 680 720 760 [nm]

100

Natural white 
Color temperature 4000 K[%]

50

0
400 440 480 520 560 600 640 680 720 760 [nm]

100

[m] - height
[lx] - intensity

ROLL-M
3000 K

ROLLER luminaires belong to the family of 
surface-mounted downlights. The housing is 
made of aluminum pipe, inside which is  
a LED light source powered in sequencing 
technology. The luminaire is available in 
three diameters. The standard color is white 
or black. You can change it to a RAL color of 
your choice. Depending on the configuration, 
the luminaire can be used with the DALI 
control system. Available color temperatures: 
3000 K, 4000 K. Housing integrity IP40.

Options

1073

268

119

67

42

1

2

3

4

5

[m] [lx]

IP 40Ra 85 RoHSLED IK 0745oC A+220-240 
VAC

Color
temperature

/3000 K 
/4000 K

* The total luminous flux of the luminaire measured di�user 25°C. Luminous flux tolerance +/- 10%. 

Ø1

H

Ø

Ø

Color of the fitting white and black
/RAL 9003 and RAL 9005

NEW

90°

60°

30°
562 cd/Klm

30°0°

90°

60°

cd/klm C0 - C180/ C90 - C270
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Implementation: Galeria Bocheńska 
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FITTINGS FOR COMMERCIAL FACILITIES AND OFFICES

ROLLER A

FITTING CODE DIMENSIONS [mm] POWER [W] LUMEN [lm]* WEIGHT [kg] 

Ø

ROLL-S-X 158 11 1000 1,2

ROLL-M-X 218 22 2100 1,9

ROLL-L-X 238 34 3000 2,2

Fixture designed for surface mounting

Light distribution curve of the selected fitting ROLL-M-X

cd/klm C0 - C180/ C90 - C270

Luminous intensity from a single fitting Spectral distribution

Warm white 
Color temperature 3000 K[%]

50

0
400 440 480 520 560 600 640 680 720 760 [nm]

100

Natural white 
Color temperature 4000 K[%]

50

0
400 440 480 520 560 600 640 680 720 760 [nm]

100

[m] - height
[lx] - intensity

ROLL-M-X
3000 K

A variant of the classic ROLLER luminaire 
designed for mounting on slanting ceilings. In 
the standard version, angles can range from 5° 
to 45° in 5° intervals. On special request, it is 
possible to adjust the angle individually. The 
housing is powder coated in black or white. 
You can change it to a RAL color of your choice. 
Depending on the configuration, the lumina-
ire can be used with the DALI control system. 
Available color temperatures: 3000 K, 4000 K. 
Housing integrity IP40.

Options

1073

268

119

67

42

1

2

3

4

5

[m] [lx]

IP 40Ra 85 RoHSLED IK 0745oC A+220-240 
VAC

Color
temperature

/3000 K 
/4000 K

Ø

X - the angle of inclination of 5-45o at 5o

* The total luminous flux of the luminaire measured di�user 25°C. Luminous flux tolerance +/- 10%.   

DALI
ConnectDALI Color of the fitting white and black

/RAL 9003 i RAL 9005

Xo

NEW

90°

60°

30°
562 cd/Klm

30°0°

90°

60°
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Implementation: Toy Planet
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FITTINGS FOR COMMERCIAL FACILITIES AND OFFICES

CIRCLE II

FITTING CODE DIMENSIONS [mm] POWER [W] LUMEN [lm]* WEIGHT [kg] 

Ø Ø1 H

CII-LED-S 148 92 62 11 1000 0,45

CII-LED-M 168 136 62 22 2100 0,70

CII-LED-L 230 162 62 34 3000 0,85

Fixture designed for flush mounting

Light distribution curve of the selected fitting CIRCLE II-M

cd/klm C0 - C180/ C90 - C270

Luminous intensity from a single fitting

Spectral distribution

[m] - height
[lx] - intensity

CII-LED-M
3000 K

Downlight luminaire with LED light source 
powered in sequencing technology. Fixing 
the luminaire is adapted to be flush-mounted 
in plaster cardboard or suspended ceiling. 
The housing is equipped with an aluminum 
reflector protected by glass. Possible color 
temperatures: 3000 K, 4000 K. Housing integri-
ty IP40. Depending on the configuration, the 
luminaire can be used with the DALI control 
system.

Options

1073

268

119

67

42

1

2

3

4

5

[m] [lx]

IP 40Ra 85 RoHSLED IK 0745oC A+ PZH220-240 
VAC

H

Ø1

Ø

Color
temperature

/3000 K 
/4000 K Warm white 

Color temperature 3000 K[%]

50

0
400 440 480 520 560 600 640 680 720 760 [nm]

100

Natural white 
Color temperature 4000 K[%]

50

0
400 440 480 520 560 600 640 680 720 760 [nm]

100

NEW

90°

60°

30°
562 cd/Klm

30°0°

90°

60°

* The total luminous flux of the luminaire measured di�user 25°C. Luminous flux tolerance +/- 10%. 
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FITTINGS FOR COMMERCIAL FACILITIES AND OFFICES

FITTING CODE DIMENSIONS [mm] POWER [W] LUMEN [lm] * WEIGHT [kg]

L W H /P /D

QUAT-K60x30-22W 595 295 70 22 2200 2100 1,9

QUAT-K60x60-45W 595 595 70 45 4400 4200 3,7

QUAT-K62x31-22W 622 310 70 22 2200 2100 2

QUAT-K62x62-45W 622 622 70 45 4400 4200 3,8

QUAT-K120x30-45W 1195 295 70 45 4400 4200 3,7

QUAT-K120x60-90W 1195 595 70 90 8800 8400 6,7

QUAT-K124x31-45W 1245 310 70 45 4400 4200 3,8

QUAT-K124x62-90W 1245 622 70 90 8800 8400 6,8

QUATTRO K

K – fixture designed for installation in co�ered ceilings

Modern co�er fixture made of sheet steel, 
powder coated into white color and as a 
standard equipped with an integrated light 
source powered in the sequential technology. 
Thanks to the special di�usive or micro-prism 
glass shade the fixture ensures minimal glare 
and at the same time a very high luminous 
e�iciency. Dimensions of the fittings are 
designed for mounting in co�ered ceilings of 
various types. The power connector supplying 
the fittings enables a quick exchange of the 
old fitting with a new one. Available color 
temperatures 4000 K. The luminaire can work 
with DALI control system.

QUATTRO 22W /P
4000 K

QUATTRO 45W /P 
4000 K

QUATTRO 90W /P 
4000 K

1 1782

195

86

48

31

1565

391

173

97

62

3131

782

347

195

125

2 2

3 3

4 4

1

2

3

4

5 5 5

[m] [m][lx] [lx] [m] [lx]

Options

Light distribution curve of the selected fitting  QUATTRO K / D

cd/klm C0 - C180 C90 - C270

Natural white 
Color temperature  4000 K[%]

50

0
400 440 480 520 560 600 640 680 720 760 [nm]

100

IP 40Ra 85 RoHSLED IK 0745oC A+ PZH220-240 
VAC

[m] - height
[lx] - intensity

L

W

L

H

W

* The total luminous flux of the luminaire measured di�user 25°C. Luminous flux tolerance +/- 10%. 

Di�usion
cover/DPrismatic

cover/PColor
temperature /4000 K Micro-prism

cover/mP

DALI
ConnectDALI

Luminous intensity from a single fitting Spectral distribution90°

60°

30°
361 cd/Klm

30°0°

90°

60°
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FITTINGS FOR COMMERCIAL FACILITIES AND OFFICES

FITTING CODE DIMENSIONS [mm] POWER [W] LUMEN [lm] * WEIGHT [kg]

L W H /P /D

QUATS-K60x30-22W 597 297 50 22 2200 2100 1,90

QUATS-K60x60-45W 597 597 50 45 4400 4200 3,40

QUATS-K120x30-45W 1197 297 50 45 4400 4200 3,60

QUATS-K120x60-90W 1197 597 50 90 8800 8400 6,20

QUATS-K120x30-50W 1197 297 50 50 4800 4600 3,60

QUATS-K120x60-100W 1197 597 50 100 9600 9200 6,20

QUATTRO SLIM K

K – fixture designed for installation in co�ered ceilings

Modern low co�er fixture made of sheet 
steel, powder coated into white and as 
a standard equipped with an integrated 
light source powered in the sequential 
technology. Thanks to the shallow
housing, the fixture is perfect for very low 
co�ered ceilings. Two types of lampshades 
available: di�usive or microprism. 
Dimensions of the fittings are designed for 
mounting in co�ered ceilings of various 
types. Available color temperatures 4000 K. 
The luminaire can work with DALI control 
system.

QUATTRO  SLIM 22W /P
4000 K

QUATTRO SLIM 45W /P 
4000 K

QUATTRO SLIM 90W /P 
4000 K

1 1782

195

86

48

31

1565

391

173

97

62

3131

782

347

195

125

2 2

3 3

4 4

1

2

3

4

5
5 5

[m] [m][lx] [lx] [m] [lx]

Options

Light distribution curve of the selected fitting  QUATTRO SLIM K / D

cd/klm C0 - C180 C90 - C270

Natural white 
Color temperature  4000 K[%]

50

0
400 440 480 520 560 600 640 680 720 760 [nm]

100

IP 40Ra 85 RoHSLED IK 0745oC A+ PZH220-240 
VAC

[m] - height
[lx] - intensity

ONLY 5 cm DEEP

* The total luminous flux of the luminaire measured di�user 25°C. Luminous flux tolerance +/- 10%. 

Luminous intensity from a single fitting Spectral distribution

Di�usion
cover/DPrismatic

cover/PColor
temperature /4000 K Micro-prism

cover/mP

DALI
ConnectDALI

L

W

H

L W

90°

60°

30°
361 cd/Klm

30°0°

90°

60°
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FITTINGS FOR COMMERCIAL FACILITIES AND OFFICES

QUATTRO SLIM NT

NT – Fixture designed for surface mounting

Modern low surface mounted fixture made of 
sheet steel, powder coated into white and as 
a standard equipped with an integrated light 
source powered in the sequential technology. 
Thanks to an innovative solution the mounting 
of the fixture is now even easier. Two types of 
lampshades available: di�usive or microprism. 
Four sizes of fixtures allow for individual choice 
for every room. Available color temperatures 
4000 K. The luminaire can work with DALI 
control system.

Options

Light distribution curve of the selected fitting  QUATTRO SLIM NT / D

cd/klm C0 - C180 C90 - C270
QUATTRO SLIM 22W /D

4000 K
QUATTRO SLIM 45W /D 

4000 K
QUATTRO SLIM 90W /D

4000 K

1 1728

182

80

45

29

1458

364

162

91

58

2917

729

324

182

116

2 2

3 3

4 4

1

2

3

4

5 5 5

[m] [m][lx] [lx] [m] [lx]

Natural white 
Color temperature  4000 K[%]

50

0
400 440 480 520 560 600 640 680 720 760 [nm]

100

IP 40Ra 85 RoHSLED IK 0745oC A+ PZH220-240 
VAC

[m] - height
[lx] - intensity

ONLY 6 cm DEEP

FITTING CODE DIMENSIONS [mm] POWER [W] LUMEN [lm] * WEIGHT [kg]

L W H /P /D

QUATS-NT63x33-22W 627 327 60 22 2200 2100 3,60

QUATS-NT63x63-45W 627 627 60 45 4400 4200 6,00

QUATS-NT123x33-45W 1227 327 60 45 4400 4200 6,30

QUATS-NT123x63-90W 1227 627 60 90 8800 8400 10,60

QUATS-NT123x33-50W 1227 327 60 50 4800 4600 6,30

QUATS-NT123x63-100W 1227 627 60 100 9600 9200 10,60

L

L

H H

W

W

* The total luminous flux of the luminaire measured di�user 25°C. Luminous flux tolerance +/- 10%. 

Luminous intensity from a single fitting Spectral distribution

Di�usion
cover/D

* Other colors according to
RAL palette

Color of the fitting white
/RAL 9003

Prismatic
cover/PColor

temperature /4000 K
Micro-prism
cover/mP

DALI
ConnectDALI

90°

60°

30°
361 cd/Klm

30°0°

90°

60°
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FITTINGS FOR COMMERCIAL FACILITIES AND OFFICES

QUATTRO PT

PT – Fixture designed for flush mounting

Modern flush mounted fixture made of sheet 
steel, powder coated into white color and 
as a standard equipped with an integrated 
light source powered in the sequential 
technology. A choice of two types of
lampshade: di�usive or microprism. It is 
possible to change the color of the housing 
to any color chosen from the RAL palette. 
The power connector supplying
the fittings enables a quick exchange of the 
old fitting with a new one. Mounting of the 
fittings using pressure springs in a previously 
prepared mounting hole. Available color 
temperatures 4000 K. The luminaire can 
work with DALI control system. QUATTRO 22W /D

4000 K
QUATTRO 45W /D 

4000 K
QUATTRO 90W /D 

4000 K

IP 40Ra 85 RoHSLED IK 0745oC A+ PZH220-240 
VAC

Options

Light distribution curve of the selected fitting  QUATTRO PT / D

cd/klm C0 - C180 C90 - C270

Natural white 
Color temperature  4000 K[%]

50

0
400 440 480 520 560 600 640 680 720 760 [nm]

100

1 1728

182

80

45

29

1458

364

162

91

58

2917

729

324

182

116

2 2

3 3

4 4

1

2

3

4

5 5 5

[m] [m][lx] [lx] [m] [lx]

[m] - height
[lx] - intensity

* The total luminous flux of the luminaire measured di�user 25°C. Luminous flux tolerance +/- 10%. 

FITTING CODE DIMENSIONS [mm] POWER [W] LUMEN [lm] * WEIGHT [kg]

L W H /P /D

QUAT-PT60x30-22W 635 335 53 22 2200 2100 2

QUAT-PT60x60-45W 635 635 53 45 4400 4200 3,8

QUAT-PT120x30-45W 1235 335 53 45 4400 4200 5,6

QUAT-PT120x60-90W 1235 635 53 90 8800 8400 7,1

Luminous intensity from a single fitting Spectral distribution

Di�usion
cover/DPrismatic

cover/PColor
temperature /4000 K Micro-prism

cover/mP

DALI
ConnectDALI

90°

60°

30°
361 cd/Klm

30°0°

90°

60°

W

H

L
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FITTINGS FOR COMMERCIAL FACILITIES AND OFFICES

LIGHT STEP PT

PT – Fixture designed for flush mounting

Luminaire with integrated LED light source, 
made of sheet steel powder coated in 
white. With its simple form and small size, 
the luminaire fits into any modern interior 
perfectly. Recessed luminaire installation 
under plasterboard. The standard color 
schemes include color temperatures 4000 K, 
on request, 3000 K. Optional choices include 
di�usion. prismatic or microprism cover. 
Wattage 27 W.

LIGHT STEP PT / P
5700 K

IP 40Ra 85 RoHSLED IK 0745oC A+220-240 
VAC

Luminous intensity from a single fitting Spectral distribution

Options

Light distribution curve of the selected fitting  LIGHT STEP PT / sD

cd/klm C0 - C180 C90 - C270

Super 
di�usion
cover

/sD Color of the fitting white
/RAL 9003

Natural white 
Color temperature  4000 K[%]

50

0
400 440 480 520 560 600 640 680 720 760 [nm]

100

Prismatic
cover/PColor

temperature /4000 K

1012

253

112

63

40

1

2

3

4

5

[m] [lx]

[m] - height
[lx] - intensity

* The total luminous flux of the luminaire measured di�user 25°C. Luminous flux tolerance +/- 10%. 

FITTING CODE DIMENSIONS [mm] POWER [W] LUMEN [lm] * WEIGHT [kg]

L W H /mP /P /sD

LIST-PT30x30 336 258 52 27 2300 2500 2700 1,45

Micro-prism
cover/mP

PZH

90°

60°

30°
428 cd/Klm

30°0°

90°

60°

W

H

L

370

294
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FITTINGS FOR COMMERCIAL FACILITIES AND OFFICES

LIGHT STEP PTH

PT - Fixture designed for flush mounting

Luminaire with an integrated LED light source 
with an elevated degree of protection IP65, 
made of steel sheet powder-coated in white. 
Thanks to the simple form and small size 
the luminaire will fit perfectly in any modern 
interior. The luminaire is flush mounted 
in a plasterboard panel. Available color 
temperatures include 4000 K as a standard  
and 3000 K on special order. Options to 
choose include di�usive, prismatic or 
microprism obscuring lenses. Luminaire 
power 27 W. 

LIGHT STEP PTH / sD
4000 K

IP 65Ra 85 RoHSLED IK 0745oC A+220-240 
VAC

Luminous intensity from a single fitting Spectral distribution

Options

Light distribution curve of the selected fitting  LIGHT STEP PTH / sD

cd/klm C0 - C180 C90 - C270

1

2

3

4

5

[m] [lx]

[m] - height
[lx] - intensity

* The total luminous flux of the luminaire measured di�user 25°C. Luminous flux tolerance +/- 10%. 

FITTING CODE DIMENSIONS [mm] POWER [W] LUMEN [lm] * WEIGHT [kg]

L W H /mP /P /sD

LIST-PTH30x30 336 258 53 27 2300 2500 2700 1,90

Super 
di�usion
cover

/sD
Color of the fitting white
/RAL 9003

Prismatic
cover/PColor

temperature /4000 K Micro-prism
cover/mP

NEW

1299

324

144

81

51

NEW

Natural white 
Color temperature  4000 K[%]

50

0
400 440 480 520 560 600 640 680 720 760 [nm]

100

90°

60°

30°
428 cd/Klm

30°0°

90°

60°

W

H

L

370

294
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FITTINGS FOR COMMERCIAL FACILITIES AND OFFICES

LIGHT STEP NT

NT – Fixture designed for surface mounting

Luminaire with integrated LED light source, 
made of sheet steel powder coated in white. 
With its simple form and small size, the 
luminaire fits into any modern
interior perfectly. Installation of wall-
mounted luminaires on plasterboard or 
ceiling surface using dowels. The standard 
color schemes include color temperatures 
4000 K, 5700 K and, on request, 3000 K. 
Optional choices include di�usion, prismatic 
or microprism cover.

LIGHT STEP NT / sD
5700 K

IP 40Ra 85 RoHSLED IK 0745oC A+220-240 
VAC

Luminous intensity from a single fitting Spectral distribution

Options

Light distribution curve of the selected fitting  LIGHT STEP NT / sD

703

175

78

43

28

1

2

3

4

5

[m] [lx]

[m] - height
[lx] - intensity

* The total luminous flux of the luminaire measured di�user 25°C. Luminous flux tolerance +/- 10%. 

FITTING CODE DIMENSIONS [mm] POWER [W] LUMEN [lm] * WEIGHT [kg]

L W H /mP /P /sD

LIST-NT30x30 336 258 60 27 2300 2500 2700 1,90

Super  
di�usion
cover

/sD
* Other colors according to
RAL palette

Color of the fitting white
/RAL 9003Prismatic

cover/PColor
temperature

 /4000 K Micro-prism
cover/mP

PZH

Natural white 
Color temperature  4000 K[%]

50

0
400 440 480 520 560 600 640 680 720 760 [nm]

100

90°

60°

30°
428 cd/Klm

30°0°

90°

60°

W

H

L

cd/klm C0 - C180 C90 - C270
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FITTINGS FOR COMMERCIAL FACILITIES AND OFFICES

LIGHT STEP NTH

NT - Fixture designed for surface mounting

LIGHT STEP NTH series fixtures with elevated 
protection class (IP65), made of steel sheet, 
are suitable for use in bathrooms, corridors 
and locations with increased air humidity. 
Surface mounting on plasterboard panels 
or on the surface of the ceiling with the use 
of expansion plugs. The standard available 
color temperatures include 4000 K, while 
3000 K is available on special request. 
Options include super di�usive, prismatic or 
micro-prism lampshades. 

LIGHT STEP NTH / sD
4000 K

IP 65Ra 85 RoHSLED IK 0745oC A+220-240 
VAC

Luminous intensity from a single fitting Spectral distribution

Options

Light distribution curve of the selected fitting  LIGHT STEP NTH / sD

Natural white 
Color temperature  4000 K[%]

50

0
400 440 480 520 560 600 640 680 720 760 [nm]

100

1

2

3

4

5

[m] [lx]

[m] - height
[lx] - intensity

* The total luminous flux of the luminaire measured di�user 25°C. Luminous flux tolerance +/- 10%. 

Super 
di�usion
cover

/sD
* Other colors according to
RAL palette

Color of the fitting white
/RAL 9003Prismatic

cover/PColor
temperature /4000 K Micro-prism

cover/mP

NEW

1102

275

122

68

44

90°

60°

30°
428 cd/Klm

30°0°

90°

60°

cd/klm C0 - C180 C90 - C270

NEW

W

H

L

FITTING CODE DIMENSIONS [mm] POWER [W] LUMEN [lm] * WEIGHT [kg]

L W H /mP /P /sD

LIST-NTH33x30 336 258 60 27 2300 2500 2700 1,90
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FITTINGS FOR COMMERCIAL FACILITIES AND OFFICES

FITTING CODE DIMENSIONS [mm] POWER [W] LUMEN [lm]* WEIGHT [kg]

L W H /D

FUTU-K60x60 597 597 51 45 3680 3.0

FUTURA 

K – fixture designed for installation in co�ered ceilings

FUTURA luminaire is a variation of the 
QUATTRO series. Thanks to the special cut 
inside the luminaire, it is ideal for o�ices or 
places with a modern design. A special hole 
inside the luminaire allows you to fill it with 
a co�er cut to size. The luminaire housing is 
made of steel sheet powder coated in white 
or other available RAL color. It features color 
temperatures 4000 K and 5700 K. On special 
request, the luminaire in a di�erent color 
temperature can be made. Wattage 45 W. The 
luminaire can work with DALI control system.

FUTURA K 45W /D 
4000 K

1 1321

330

146

82

52

2

3

4

5

[m] [lx]

Options

Light distribution curve of the selected fitting  FUTURA K / D

Prismatic
cover/P Di�usion

cover/DColor
temperature /4000 K

IP 40Ra 85 RoHSLED IK 0745oC A+220-240 
VAC

[m] - height
[lx] - intensity

* The total luminous flux of the luminaire measured di�user 25°C. Luminous flux tolerance +/- 10%. 

L

Micro-prism
cover/mP

Luminous intensity from a single fitting Spectral distribution

DALI
ConnectDALI

L
440 mm

W

H

PZH

Natural white 
Color temperature  4000 K[%]

50

0
400 440 480 520 560 600 640 680 720 760 [nm]

100

90°

60°

30°
377 cd/Klm

30°0°

90°

60°

cd/klm C0 - C180 C90 - C270
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FITTING CODE DIMENSIONS [mm] POWER [W] LUMEN [lm]* WEIGHT [kg]

L W H /D

FUTU-PTS60x60 635 635 210 45+X 3680+Y 4.0

FITTINGS FOR COMMERCIAL FACILITIES AND OFFICES
FUTURA PTS

PTS – fixture designed for installation in suspended ceilings

The FUTURA PTS luminaire is a variation 
of the QUATTRO series. In a special cut-out 
inside the housing, we have added 
a moving spotlight. This not only allows for 
general lighting, but also exposes goods e.g. 
on shelves. Luminaire body is made of sheet 
steel powder coated in white RAL 9003. 
It has color temperature of 4000 K. On 
special request, the luminaire can be made 
in a di�erent color temperature. Luminaire 
power 45 W. The FUTURA luminaire can 
work with the DALI control system.

Options

Light distribution curve of the selected fitting  FUTURA PT / D

Prismatic
cover/P Di�usion

cover/DColor
temperature /4000 K

IP 40Ra 85 RoHS IK 0745oC A+220-240 
VAC

X - power value selected luminaire I-SPOT (20W, 30W, 40W) Y - value stream selected luminaire I-SPOT

* The total luminous flux of the luminaire measured di�user 25°C. Luminous flux tolerance +/- 10%. 

Micro-prism
cover/mP

Spectral distribution

DALI
ConnectDALI

PZH

Natural white 
Color temperature  4000 K[%]

50

0
400 440 480 520 560 600 640 680 720 760 [nm]

100

90°

60°

30°
377 cd/Klm

30°0°

90°

60°

LED

Light distribution curve of the selected fitting I-SPOT

90°

60°

30°
1310 cd/Klm

30°0°

90°

60°

L

L

66
2 

m
m

H

W

cd/klm C0 - C180 C90 - C270 cd/klm C0 - C180 C90 - C270
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FITTINGS FOR INDUSTRIAL HALLSFITTINGS FOR INDUSTRIAL HALLS
AND WAREHOUSESAND WAREHOUSES
Industrial halls and warehouses in most cases are built with tallIndustrial halls and warehouses in most cases are built with tall
ceilings. Use fittings with metal halide light sources in them doesceilings. Use fittings with metal halide light sources in them does
not allow for the optimal use of electricity taken from the grid. Oennot allow for the optimal use of electricity taken from the grid. Oen
during long hours of work accident occurs. Thanks to a decision onduring long hours of work accident occurs. Thanks to a decision on
switching to fittings from the SPACE series, you will gain energy savingsswitching to fittings from the SPACE series, you will gain energy savings
of up to 60% compared with the classical solutions, as well as avoidof up to 60% compared with the classical solutions, as well as avoid
the costly servicing of highly suspended fittings.the costly servicing of highly suspended fittings.
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SPACE fixtures are made in two variants of power, 95 W or 190 W.
The handle with a hole allows for easy hanging of the fittings on

the mounting site. Aluminium - metal powder coated housing
allows you to select the color consistent with the RAL palette.

SPACE SERIES 

39
Photo and implementation: Ciepiela Technology Promotion 

SUMO SERIES
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FITTINGS FOR INDUSTRIAL HALLS AND WAREHOUSES

* Other colors according to
RAL palette

Color of the fitting white
/RAL 9003

FITTING CODE DIMENSIONS [mm] POWER [W] LUMEN [lm] * WEIGHT [kg]

L W H /S

SUMO 563 563 180 320 35 000 21

SUMO

Fittings for a suspended installation

IP 65Ra 85 RoHSLED

The SUMO luminaire is a representative of 
professional luminaire group designed for 
high-performance lighting in production halls 
and warehouses. The power of the luminaire 
is optimally selected so as to achieve the 
required high intensity in the illuminated 
area. The luminaire body is made of powder-
coated steel sheet. The housing contains 
four independent LED sources with luminous 
e�iciency of 110 lm/W. The available color 
temperature of the luminaire is 4000 K or 
5700 K. The di�user is made of tempered 
glass. The luminaire is designed for high bay 
mounting. Choose from two beam angles of 
55° and 70°.

A+220-240 
VAC

Light distribution curve of the selected fitting  SUMO

Color
temperature

 /4000 K
/5700 K

Options-25°C
45oC

* The total luminous flux of the luminaire measured di�user 25°C. Luminous flux tolerance +/- 10%. 

DALI
ConnectDALI

SUMO   
4000 K

1 22378

5594

2486

1398

895

2

3

4

5

[m] [lx]

Luminous intensity from a single fitting Spectral distribution

Cold white
Color temperature 5700 K[%]

50

0
400 440 480 520 560 600 640 680 720 760 [nm]

100

Natural white 
Color temperature  4000 K[%]

50

0
400 440 480 520 560 600 640 680 720 760 [nm]

100

[m] - height
[lx] - intensity

NEW

90°

60°

30°
766 cd/Klm

30°0°

90°

60°

cd/klm C0 - C180 C90 - C270

H 258

L

L

453 445

445
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Photo and implementation: Ciepiela Technology Promotion 
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FITTINGS FOR INDUSTRIAL HALLS AND WAREHOUSES

SPACE I A 

FITTING CODE WYMIARY [mm] POWER [W] LUMEN [lm] * WEIGHT [kg]

L W H /S

SPACE-I-A75 355 220 217 95 10 600 7,30

Fittings for a suspended installation

Industrial fixture SPACE I A with a light 
source in the sequential technology and a 
narrow beam angle of 75 degrees. The body 
of the fixture is made of sheet steel and 
is connected with an aluminum heat sink 
removing heat from the unit. The specially-
profiled reflector allows for achieving high 
light intensity even with fixtures placed high 
above ground. Two color temperatures are 
available for this model: 4000 K and 5700 K. 
Installation of the fixture on a sling. 

IP 65Ra 85 RoHSLED

SPACE-I-A 
4000 K

1 7545

1886

838

471

301

2

3

4

5

[m] [lx]

A+220-240 
VAC

Luminous intensity from a single fitting Spectral distribution

Light distribution curve of the selected fitting  SPACE-I-A

* Other colors according to
RAL palette

Color of the fitting white
/RAL 9003Color

temperature
 /4000 K
/ 5700 K

OptionsPZH-25°C
45oC

[m] - height
[lx] - intensity

* The total luminous flux of the luminaire measured di�user 25°C. Luminous flux tolerance +/- 10%. 

DALI
ConnectDALI

75o

W

L

H

L

300

188

NEW

90°

60°

30°
746 cd/Klm

30°0°

90°

60°

Cold white
Color temperature 5700 K[%]

50

0
400 440 480 520 560 600 640 680 720 760 [nm]

100

Natural white 
Color temperature  4000 K[%]

50

0
400 440 480 520 560 600 640 680 720 760 [nm]

100

cd/klm C0 - C180 C90 - C270
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FITTINGS FOR INDUSTRIAL HALLS AND WAREHOUSES

* Other colors according to
RAL palette

Color of the fitting white
/RAL 9003

FITTING CODE DIMENSIONS [mm] POWER [W] LUMEN [lm] * WEIGHT [kg]

L W H H1 /S

SPACE-II   599 357 170 252 190 21 000 15

SPACE II

Fittings for a suspended installation

IP 65Ra 85 RoHSLED 81o

The housing of the fixture is made of sheet steel 
and an aluminum heat sink. The fixture is powder 
painted into white (RAL 9003) or black (RAL 9005) 
as a standard. It is possible to order the fixture in 
selected other colors from the RAL palette. Two 
integrated light sources powered in the sequential 
power supply technology provide a total power 
of 190 W. The di�user is made of a single piece of 
tempered glass. Installation of the fixtures on a sling 
or on a side handle. Available color temperatures: 
4000 K and 5700 K. The fixture can optionally work 
with the DALI system. 

A+220-240 
VAC

Light distribution curve of the selected fitting  SPACE-II

Color
temperature

 /4000 K
/5700 K

Options

PZH-25°C
45oC

* The total luminous flux of the luminaire measured di�user 25°C. Luminous flux tolerance +/- 10%. 

H

W

H1

L

DALI
ConnectDALI

SPACE-II    
4000 K

1 13295

3323

1477

830

531

2
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4

5

[m] [lx]

Luminous intensity from a single fitting Spectral distribution

Cold white
Color temperature 5700 K[%]

50

0
400 440 480 520 560 600 640 680 720 760 [nm]

100

Natural white 
Color temperature  4000 K[%]

50

0
400 440 480 520 560 600 640 680 720 760 [nm]

100

[m] - height
[lx] - intensity

W H

H1

Additional elements

HANDLE - G - SPACE II - top handle
HANDLE - B - SPACE II - side handle

NEW

90°

60°

30°
668 cd/Klm

30°0°

90°

60°

cd/klm C0 - C180 C90 - C270
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FITTINGS FOR INDUSTRIAL HALLS AND WAREHOUSES

FLORA

Flora is a luminaire for lighting greenhouse 
plants under accelerated growth in large 
plantations. The luminaire is characterized 
by compact design as well as the ability 
to smoothly adjust the individual color 
components of red and blue light, ultraviolet 
light. Thanks to the integrated DALI module, 
the user can choose the optimal power of 
individual colors, as well as join luminaires 
in chains and control them via an external 
controller.

The power for each channel Spectral distribution

Options

Special color 

Special
color 

* The total luminous flux of the luminaire measured di�user 25°C. Luminous flux tolerance +/- 10%. 

FITTING CODE DIMENSIONS [mm] POWER [W] PAR * WEIGHT [kg]

L W H 100% BLUE + 100% RED 

M-FLOR 342 342 212 260 310 μmol/s 8,8

Fittings for a suspended installation

W

L

H237,8

* Other colors according to
RAL palette

Color of the fitting white
/RAL 9003

IP 65 
IP 20

RoHSLED IK 0745oC A+220-240 
VAC

DALI

Blue channel UV: 112 W 

Red channel: 132 W 

CAUTION
UV LIGHT 
Do not look directly at light 
Protect your eyes and skin 
from direct exposure to 
UV light.

 /400 nm
 /465 nm
 /640 nm
 /660 nm

950

315

160

97

67

50

38

[m] [μmol/(m2*s)]

FLORA 

30

0,25

0,5

0,75

1

1,25

1,5

1,75

2

NEW

[%]

40

0
350 400 450 500 550 600 650 700 [nm]

80
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FITTINGS FOR MARKETSFITTINGS FOR MARKETS
AND HYPERMARKETS AND HYPERMARKETS 
Today we put high demands on lighting used in stores as well asToday we put high demands on lighting used in stores as well as
supermarkets. On the one hand the goods that the customers aresupermarkets. On the one hand the goods that the customers are
watching should be su�iciently illuminated, on the other hand, strongwatching should be su�iciently illuminated, on the other hand, strong
light sources consume a significantly greater amount of electricity.light sources consume a significantly greater amount of electricity.
Finding a compromise is not easy. Today we can say that MILOO-Finding a compromise is not easy. Today we can say that MILOO-
ELECTRONICS provides you with a simple, e�ective and energye�icientELECTRONICS provides you with a simple, e�ective and energye�icient
solution for lighting commercial spaces. SMART LINE 1F series ofsolution for lighting commercial spaces. SMART LINE 1F series of
fittings is a one-phase system of light beams ideally suited for newfittings is a one-phase system of light beams ideally suited for new
investments and replacement of currently used fittings.investments and replacement of currently used fittings.
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I-SPOT SERIES  

S-LINE 3F SERIES

The I-SPOT luminaire belongs to the group of directional  
luminaires for lighting commercial products.  

Surface-mounted or on busbar.

SMART LINE SERIES
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FITTINGS FOR MARKETS AND HYPERMARKETS

I-SPOT

FITTING CODE DIMENSIONS [mm] POWER [W] LUMEN [lm] * WEIGHT [kg] 

Ø L W dla 4000 K

SPOT-20 146 248 216 20 / 30 /40 2150/3050/3800 1,0

SPOT-30 146 248 216 20 / 30 /40 2200/3150/3900 1,0

SPOT-40 146 248 216 20 / 30 /40 2250/3200/4000 1,0

SPOT-50 146 248 216 20 / 30 /40 2300/3250/4050 1,0

Luminaire is designed for mounting on busduct

Light distribution curve of the selected fitting I-SPOT

The I-SPOT luminaire belongs to the group of 
directional luminaires for lighting commer-
cial products. Mounted on busbar. The ho-
using is made as a combination of die-cast 
aluminum combined with ABS housing. The 
luminaire in standard is available in white 
and black. Available color temperatures: 
2400 K, 2700 K, 3000 K, 4000 K and PINK. 
Housing Integrity IP40. The di�user is made 
of transparent glass. Four beam angles to 
choose from (20°, 30°, 40° and 50°).

IP 40Ra 85 RoHSLED IK 0745oC A+220-240 
VAC

Ø

W
L

22
2

W

166

166

L

* The total luminous flux of the luminaire measured di�user 25°C. Luminous flux tolerance +/- 10%. 

WW

PINK

NW Natural white 
Color temperature 4000 K[%]

50

0
400 440 480 520 560 600 640 680 720 760 [nm]

100

Warm white 
Color temperature 3000 K[%]

50

0
400 440 480 520 560 600 640 680 720 760 [nm]

100

Special color
[%]

50

0
400 440 480 520 560 600 640 680 720 760 [nm]

100

Spectral distribution

Color of the fitting white and black
/RAL 9003 i RAL 9005

Options

NEW

90°

60°

30°
1310 cd/Klm

30°0°

90°

60° WW Warm white
Color temperature 2700 K [%]

50

0
400 440 480 520 560 600 640 680 720 760 [nm]

100

cd/klm C0 - C180 C90 - C270

WW Warm white
Color temperature 2400 K[%]
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0
400 440 480 520 560 600 640 680 720 760 [nm]

100
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FITTINGS FOR MARKETS AND HYPERMARKETS

SMART LINE 1F

IP 40Ra 85 RoHSLED 45oC

Fittings for a suspended installation

The SMART LINE 1F luminaire is used for 
connection into light lines and is ideal for 
large supermarkets and shopping facilities. 
The luminaire housing is made of profiles 
anodized in silver and connected with  
a microprism cover. Cover installation - rail, 
sling on steel cables. The standard includes 
an integrated LED light source and high-
performance single-phase power supply. 
Available color temperature of light is 4000 K 
or other on request. 

Light distribution curve of the selected fitting  SMART LINE / mP

Luminous intensity from a single fitting Spectral distribution

SM-LINE-15-70W 4000 
K / mP

4001

1000

444

250

160

1

2

3

4

5

[m] [lx]

A+ 4000 K

Natural white
Color temperature 4000 K[%]

50

0
400 440 480 520 560 600 640 680 720 760 [nm]

100

[m] - height
[lx] - intensity

* The total luminous flux of the luminaire measured di�user 25°C. Luminous flux tolerance +/- 10%. 

Options

H

W

L

Additional elements

SM-LINE ZL - Line Closing
 SM-LINE ZU - Power supply
 SM-LINE ZAL - Suspension Wire / handle (lengt 1mb or 2mb)

Di�usion
cover/DMicro-prism

cover/mP

FITTING CODE DIMENSIONS [mm] POWER [W] LUMEN [lm] * WEIGHT [kg]

L W H /mP /D

SM-LINE-1F-15-45W 1520 92 66 45 5100 4700 3,00

SM-LINE-1F-15-70W 1520 92 66 70 8000 7400 3,00

SM-LINE-1F-30-90W 2985 92 66 90 10200 9400 6,00

SM-LINE-1F-30-140W 2985 92 66 140 16000 14900 6,00

220-240 
VAC

PZH

90°

60°

30°
524 cd/Klm

30°0°

90°

60°

cd/klm C0 - C180 C90 - C270
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FITTINGS FOR MARKETS AND HYPERMARKETS

S-LINE 3F

IP 20Ra 85 RoHSLED 3x400 V45oC

Fittings for a suspended installation

120o

The luminaire housing constructed as  
a combination of sheet steel and aluminum. 
The entire fixture is powder coated in white 
RAL 9003.The lampshade is made as di�usive. 
The fitting is equipped with an integrated light 
source powered by three-phase power supply 
system. Fittings designed for connecting into 
lines of light. Luminaire mounted on  
a rail, slings on steel cables connected to 
the handles of the luminaire. Available color 
temperature of the light source 4000 K. 

Additional elements

Light distribution curve of the selected fitting  S-LINE 3F

FITTING CODE DIMENSIONS [mm] POWER [W] LUMEN [lm] * WEIGHT [kg]

L W H /D

S-LINE3F L1530N-45W 1530 191 112 45 4400 5,10

S-LINE3F L1530N-65W 1530 191 112 65 6900 5,10

S-LINE3F L1530N-90W 1530 191 112 90 9500 5,10

S-LINE3F L1530P-45W 1530 191 112 45 4400 5,25

S-LINE3F L1530P-65W 1530 191 112 65 6900 5,25

S-LINE3F L1530P-90W 1530 191 112 90 9500 5,25

Luminous intensity from a single fitting Spectral distribution

S-LINE3F LI530N-45W
4000 K

S-LINE3F LI530N-65W
4000 K

S-LINE3F LI530N-90W
4000 K

1 11315

328

146

82

52

1913

478

212

119

76

2780 

695

308

173

111

2 2

3 3

4 4

1

2

3

4

5 5 5

[m] [m][lx] [lx] [m] [lx]

A+

H

L

L

L

Light
fixture P

W Blind
fixture N

W

4000 K /D

Natural white
Color temperature 4000 K[%]

50

0
400 440 480 520 560 600 640 680 720 760 [nm]

100

PZH

[m] - height
[lx] - intensity

* The total luminous flux of the luminaire measured di�user 25°C. Luminous flux tolerance +/- 10%. 

S-LINE ZL - Line Closing
 S-LINE ZU - Suspension Wire

90°

60°

30°
307 cd/Klm

30°0°

90°

60°

cd/klm C0 - C180 C90 - C270
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FITTINGS FOR GAS STATIONSFITTINGS FOR GAS STATIONSFITTINGS FOR GAS STATIONSFITTINGS FOR GAS STATIONSFITTINGS FOR GAS STATIONS
Owners of canopy gas stations are a group of customers whoOwners of canopy gas stations are a group of customers whoOwners of canopy gas stations are a group of customers whoOwners of canopy gas stations are a group of customers who
especially appreciate e�ective yet e�icient light sources. Due to theespecially appreciate e�ective yet e�icient light sources. Due to theespecially appreciate e�ective yet e�icient light sources. Due to theespecially appreciate e�ective yet e�icient light sources. Due to the
long working time of the fittings, their energy e�iciency becomes anlong working time of the fittings, their energy e�iciency becomes anlong working time of the fittings, their energy e�iciency becomes anlong working time of the fittings, their energy e�iciency becomes anlong working time of the fittings, their energy e�iciency becomes anlong working time of the fittings, their energy e�iciency becomes anlong working time of the fittings, their energy e�iciency becomes anlong working time of the fittings, their energy e�iciency becomes an
important aspect. New dedicated PETROL II HB type luminaires areimportant aspect. New dedicated PETROL II HB type luminaires areimportant aspect. New dedicated PETROL II HB type luminaires areimportant aspect. New dedicated PETROL II HB type luminaires areimportant aspect. New dedicated PETROL II HB type luminaires areimportant aspect. New dedicated PETROL II HB type luminaires areimportant aspect. New dedicated PETROL II HB type luminaires areimportant aspect. New dedicated PETROL II HB type luminaires are
able to meet the requirements posed before them. Both in terms ofable to meet the requirements posed before them. Both in terms ofable to meet the requirements posed before them. Both in terms ofable to meet the requirements posed before them. Both in terms ofable to meet the requirements posed before them. Both in terms ofable to meet the requirements posed before them. Both in terms ofable to meet the requirements posed before them. Both in terms ofable to meet the requirements posed before them. Both in terms of
exchanging already mounted fittings as well as implementing newexchanging already mounted fittings as well as implementing newexchanging already mounted fittings as well as implementing newexchanging already mounted fittings as well as implementing newexchanging already mounted fittings as well as implementing newexchanging already mounted fittings as well as implementing newexchanging already mounted fittings as well as implementing newexchanging already mounted fittings as well as implementing newexchanging already mounted fittings as well as implementing new
projects, our designers have adjusted to your needs. PETROL II HB isprojects, our designers have adjusted to your needs. PETROL II HB isprojects, our designers have adjusted to your needs. PETROL II HB isprojects, our designers have adjusted to your needs. PETROL II HB isprojects, our designers have adjusted to your needs. PETROL II HB isprojects, our designers have adjusted to your needs. PETROL II HB isprojects, our designers have adjusted to your needs. PETROL II HB isprojects, our designers have adjusted to your needs. PETROL II HB isprojects, our designers have adjusted to your needs. PETROL II HB isprojects, our designers have adjusted to your needs. PETROL II HB is
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PETROL II HB is manufactureed in the IP65 hermetic class. Thanks to the
integrated LED source carried out in the „carpet” technology, it is possible 

to achieve a high light intensity on surfaces illuminated under the roof.

PETROL SERIES 
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FITTINGS FOR GAS STATIONS

PETROL II HB

Luminaire for shed installation (self-tapping screws, stringers)

State-of-the-art LED fixture with a very high 
luminous e�icacy and a specially designed 
reflector, which e�ectively reduces the glare. 
The housing is made of sheet steel powder-
coated in RAL 9003 color and an integrated 
aluminum radiator. The covering lampshade 
is made of tempered glass, protected with 
additional stabilizing clamps. The fixture can 
be installed on roof stringers with the use of 
self-tapping screws. To cover the mounting 
hole, a dedicated cover of 500 x 500 mm 
is used. There are two color temperature 
options to choose from – 4000 K or 5700 K. 

Options

Color
temperature

/4000 K
/5700 K

IP 65Ra 85 RoHSLED -25°C
45oC74o

FITTING CODE DIMENSIONS [mm] POWER [W] LUMEN [lm] * WEIGHT [kg]

L1 W H L2 /S

PETROL II HB 500 500 127 900 95 10 600 9,4

Luminous intensity from a single fitting Spectral distribution

PETROL II HB  
4000 K

A+220-240 
VAC

Cold white
Color temperature 5700 K[%]

50

0
400 440 480 520 560 600 640 680 720 760 [nm]

100

Natural white 
Color temperature 4000 K[%]

50

0
400 440 480 520 560 600 640 680 720 760 [nm]

100

PZH

[m] - height
[lx] - intensity

* The total luminous flux of the luminaire measured di�user 25°C. Luminous flux tolerance +/- 10%. 

* Other colors according to
RAL palette

Color of the fitting white
/RAL 9003

1 7545

1886

838

471

301

2

3

4

5

[m] [lx]

L1
L2

W

36
4

43
4

H

W

L1

DALI
ConnectDALI

NEW

90°

60°

30°
746 cd/Klm

30°0°

90°

60°

Light distribution curve of the selected fitting  PETROL II HB
cd/klm C0 - C180 C90 - C270
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HERMETIC SERIES 

HADES luminaires are suitable for operation  
where the risk of destruction is high.

HADES SERIES 
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IP65 HERMETIC FITTINGS

HADES

IP 65Ra 85 RoHS 45oC

Fixture designed for surface mounting

The Hades luminaire is a representative of 
luminaires for use in case of exposure to high 
mechanical shocks. Three di�erent lengths to 
choose from: 1200 mm, 1650 mm and  
2150 mm. Body made of 2 mm thick sheet 
steel and 8 mm thick milky polycarbonate as a 
lens protection. The standard frame is finished 
in black RAL 9005, although a di�erent color 
from the RAL palette can be chosen. Available 
color temperature: 4000 K. The luminaire can 
optionally be controlled using the DALI system. 
A special coating protects the cover against 
permanent spray painting over.

Light distribution curve of the selected fitting  HADES / PC

Luminous intensity from a single fitting Spectral distribution

HADES 4000 K

3890

972

432

243

155

1

2

3

4

5

[m] [lx]

A+ 4000 K

[m] - height
[lx] - intensity

* The total luminous flux of the luminaire measured di�user 25°C. Luminous flux tolerance +/- 10%. 

Options

NEW

FITTING CODE DIMENSIONS [mm] POWER [W] LUMEN [lm] * WEIGHT [kg]

L W / H

HADE-1200 1167 127 55 5000 8,9

HADE-1650 1655 127 70 6400 12,2

HADE-2150 2143 127 110 9900 16,0

220-240 
VAC

H

W

L

IK 16

* Other colors according to
RAL palette

Color of the fitting white
or black DALI

ConnectDALI

Natural white 
Color temperature  4000 K[%]

50

0
400 440 480 520 560 600 640 680 720 760 [nm]

100

LED

90°

60°

30°
361 cd/Klm

30°0°

90°

60°

cd/klm C0 - C180 C90 - C270
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IP65 HERMETIC FITTINGS

The housing of the fitting is made of 
aluminum, powder coated into white color 
(RAL 9003). The di�user can be made of 
tempered glass, transparent glass or milky 
polycarbonate. The design has an integrated 
heat sink, which has been designed to 
e�ectively remove the heat from the LED 
source. The fitting is equipped as a standard 
with an integrated light source powered in 
the sequential technology. Fitting protection 
degree IP65. Installation on the ceiling or on 
the wall using screws and expansion plugs. 

Options

/S Tempered
glass

Color
temperature

/4000 K
/5700 K

HERMETIC

FITTING CODE DIMENSIONS [mm] POWER [W] LUMEN [lm] WEIGHT [kg]

L1 L2 W H1 H2 /S /D

HER-AL520-12 520 540 168 45 102 12 1200 1000 3,10

HER-AL520-25 520 540 168 45 102 25 2800 2100 3,10

HER-AL1000-25 985 1005 168 45 102 25 2800 2100 5,20

HER-AL1000-50 985 1005 168 45 102 50 5500 4400 5,20

HER-AL1450-36 1450 1470 168 45 102 36 4000 3100 7,30

HER-AL1450-71 1450 1470 168 45 102 75 7800 6300 7,30

Fittings designed for a suspended installation, ceiling or wall mounting

Light distribution curve of the selected fitting  HERMETIC /D

IP 65Ra 85 RoHSLED

Luminous intensity from a single fitting Spectral distribution

[m] - height
[lx] - intensity

HER-AL520-25
4000 K

HER-AL1000-50
4000 K

HER-AL1450-71
4000 K

1 11014

253

112

63

40

2029

507

225

126

81

2878

719

319

179

115

2 2

3 3

4 4

1

2

3

4

5 5 5

[m] [m][lx] [lx] [m] [lx]

L1

L2

W

H1
H2

W

A+220-240 
VAC

Cold white
Color temperature 5700 K[%]

50

0
400 440 480 520 560 600 640 680 720 760 [nm]

100

Natural white
Color temperature 4000 K[%]

50

0
400 440 480 520 560 600 640 680 720 760 [nm]

100

* Other colors according to
RAL palette

Color of the fitting white
/RAL 9003

PZH-25°C
45oC

Di�usion
cover/D

* The total luminous flux of the luminaire measured di�user 25°C. Luminous flux tolerance +/- 10%. 

90°

60°

30°
387 cd/Klm

30°0°

90°

60°

cd/klm C0 - C180 C90 - C270
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OPRAWY HERMETYCZNE

Hermetic Plus is a hermetic version of a lighting 
fixture with an implemented DALI module. 
This module allows us to control the fixture 
(dimming, switching on and switching o�) 
using an additional external router. The fixture 
includes modern SAMSUNG brand LEDs, which 
elevate the e�iciency of the fixture even up to 
125 lm/W. Di�user made of tempered glass. 
Fixture protection degree IP65. Installation 
on the ceiling or on the wall using screws and 
expansion plugs. Available color temperatures 
4000 K and 5700 K. The fixture is painted into 
RAL 9003 white color as a standard. 

Options

/S Tempered
glass

Color
temperature

/4000 K
/5700 K

HERMETIC PLUS

Fittings designed for a suspended installation, ceiling or wall mounting

Light distribution curve of the selected fitting  HERMETIC +

IP 65Ra 85 RoHSLED 120o

Luminous intensity from a single fitting Spectral distribution

[m] - height
[lx] - intensity

HER+AL1170
4000 K

HER+AL680
4000 K

12030

508

225

127

81

997

249

110

62

39

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

5 5

[m] [m][lx] [lx]

A+220-240 
VAC

Cold white
Color temperature 5700 K[%]

50

0
400 440 480 520 560 600 640 680 720 760 [nm]

100

Natural white
Color temperature 4000 K[%]

50

0
400 440 480 520 560 600 640 680 720 760 [nm]

100

* Other colors according to
RAL palette

Color of the fitting white
/RAL 9003

PZH-25°C
45oC

* The total luminous flux of the luminaire measured di�user 25°C. Luminous flux tolerance +/- 10%. 
DALI

L1

L2

W

H1
H2

W

FITTING CODE DIMENSIONS [mm] POWER [W] LUMEN [lm] * WEIGHT [kg]

L1 L2 W H1 H2 /S

HER+AL680 712 682 168 45 102 20 2500 3,8

HER+AL680 712 682 168 45 102 25 3000 3,8

HER+AL1170 1202 1172 168 45 102 20 2500 5,9

HER+AL1170 1202 1172 168 45 102 25 3000 5,9

HER+AL1170 1202 1172 168 45 102 30 3400 5,9

HER+AL1170 1202 1172 168 45 102 35 4300 5,9

HER+AL1170 1202 1172 168 45 102 45 5500 5,9

HER+AL1170 1202 1172 168 45 102 55 6300 5,9

HER+AL1660 1692 1662 168 45 102 45 5500 7,9

HER+AL1660 1692 1662 168 45 102 55 6300 7,9

HER+AL1660 1692 1662 168 45 102 70 8100 7,9

NEW

90°

60°

30°
390 cd/Klm

30°0°

90°

60°

cd/klm C0 - C180 C90 - C270
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DECORATIVE LUMINAIRES
The emerging lighting market allows increasing use of LED technology
in the arrangement of modern o�ice space. Framing can fully replace or
complement general lighting. Perfectly they increase the aesthetics of thecomplement general lighting. Perfectly they increase the aesthetics of the
interior and give the room a unique character.interior and give the room a unique character.
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ART LIGHT gives rise to a new range of decorative luminaires that will
gradually complement the o�er Miloo-Lighting. LIGHT ART combines

modern design, energy-e�icient performance and high-quality materials
that were used in the production of housing.

ART LIGHT SERIES 
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DECORATIVE LUMINAIRES

ART LIGHT

Modern pattern design combined with high 
quality materials used in production allowed 
us to create our unique ART LIGHT fixture. 
The fixtures are manufactured as a fusion of 
wood veneer and polycarbonate shade. The 
120 W fixture source power is ideal for lighting 
up large areas while maintaining a high color 
rendering index. The shades are available in 
two options: di�usion and prismatic. The color 
temperatures available are 4000 K and 5700 K. 
Apart from sophisticated wood veneer, ART 
LIGHT fixtures may have modern varnish finish 
in any of the colors from the Miloo-Electronics 
color palette. The luminaire can work with DALI 
control system. ART LIGHT / D

5700 K

IP 40Ra 85 RoHSLED IK 0745oC110o A+220-240 
VAC

Luminous intensity from a single fitting Spectral distribution

Options

Light distribution curve of the selected fitting  ART LIGHT / D

Di�usion
cover/D

color according to 
the pattern*

Cold white
Color temperature 5700 K[%]

50

0
400 440 480 520 560 600 640 680 720 760 [nm]

100

Natural white 
Color temperature  4000 K[%]

50

0
400 440 480 520 560 600 640 680 720 760 [nm]

100

Prismatic
cover/PColor

temperature
 /4000 K
/5700 K

1

2

3

4

5

[m] [lx]

[m] - height
[lx] - intensity

* The total luminous flux of the luminaire measured di�user 25°C. Luminous flux tolerance +/- 10%. 

FITTING CODE DIMENSIONS [mm] POWER [W] LUMEN [lm] * WEIGHT [kg]

L W H /P /D

A-LIGHT 1098 1008 140 120 11500 11000 16,7

W

L

H

5137

1284

570

321

205

1 3796

949

421

237

151

2

3

4

5

[m] [lx]

ART LIGHT / P
4000 K

* Color card available at www.emiloo.pl/en/downloads/ 

Fittings for a suspended installation

PZH

90°

60°

30°
360 cd/Klm

30°0°

90°

60°

cd/klm C0 - C180 C90 - C270

DALI
ConnectDALI
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LED LIGHT TUBES T8LED LIGHT TUBES T8
The use of LEDs for lighting has several advantages that classical lightThe use of LEDs for lighting has several advantages that classical lightThe use of LEDs for lighting has several advantages that classical lightThe use of LEDs for lighting has several advantages that classical light
sources are lacking. LED light tubes LT with the power of 8-25 W are ablesources are lacking. LED light tubes LT with the power of 8-25 W are able
to replace the standard LED light tubes with the power of 15-58 W, whichto replace the standard LED light tubes with the power of 15-58 W, which
reduces power consumption by at least 50%. In addition, unlike the classicreduces power consumption by at least 50%. In addition, unlike the classic
fluorescent lamps, LED light tubes LT do not contain mercury and otherfluorescent lamps, LED light tubes LT do not contain mercury and other
hazardous substances, which a�ects environment cleanliness and safetyhazardous substances, which a�ects environment cleanliness and safety
in the workplace.in the workplace.

74



LT T8 LED light tubes are made of an aluminum heat sink with
an attached polycarbonate opal shade. Integrated 230 V

and highly e�icient LEDs make the whole look very modern
and successfully replace conventional fluorescent tubes.

SERIES LT 

75
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WW

MDP

DP

NW

CW

Spectral distribution 

The use of LED lighting has many advantages 
and is far more beneficial than classical light 
sources. The LED tubes 7-23W are able to 
replace the stan-dard fluorescent 15-58W, 
which reduces the energy consumption by at 
least 50%. Moreover, contrary to traditional 
fluorescent lamps, LED tubes do not contain 
mercury and other hazardous substances, 
which is of paramount importance as far as 
the environment and the workplace safety is 
concerned.

SERIES LT

IP 20Ra 85 RoHSLED

LED light tube is intended for installation in G13 lamp holder base.

120o

Light distribution curve of the selected fitting LT

FITTING CODE DIMENSIONS [mm] WEIGHT [kg]

L

LT-44-Y-Z-L-V 438 0,15

LT-60-Y-Z-L-V 590 0,20

LT-90-Y-Z-L-V 895 0,35

LT-120-Y-Z-L-V 1200 0,45

LT-150-Y-Z-L-V 1500 0,55

L

A+220-240 
VAC

PZH

Natural white 
Color temperature 4000 K[%]

50

0
400 440 480 520 560 600 640 680 720 760 [nm]

100

Cold white
Color temperature 5700 K[%]

50

0
400 440 480 520 560 600 640 680 720 760 [nm]

100

Warm white 
Color temperature 3000 K[%]

50

0
400 440 480 520 560 600 640 680 720 760 [nm]

100

Medium deep pink

Deep pink

[%]

50

0
400 440 480 520 560 600 640 680 720 760 [nm]

100

[%]

50

0
400 440 480 520 560 600 640 680 720 760 [nm]

100

-25°C
45oC

90°

60°

30°
267 cd/Klm

30°0°

90°

60°

LED LIGHT TUBE T8

cd/klm C0 - C180 C90 - C270
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LED lamp socket adapted to G5 socket. Ho-
using made of polycarbonate cover and an 
aluminum heat sink. The length of LED light 
tubes T5 has been adapted to the classic 
dimensions of T8 lamps. These LED light 
tubes are suitable for 12 V DC power supply. 
Color rendering index Ra=85. Standard 
available color temperatures 3000 K, 4000 
K, 5700 K, DEEP PINK, MDP. Other colors 
available on custom orders. 

LED LIGHT TUBE T5

SERIES LT

IP 20Ra 85 RoHSLED

LED light tube is intended for installation in G5 sockets.

117o

Light distribution curve of the selected fitting LT T5

FITTING CODE DIMENSIONS [mm] WEIGHT [kg]

L

LT5-44-Y-Z-L-V 438 0,05

LT5-60-Y-Z-L-V 590 0,1

LT5-90-Y-Z-L-V 895 0,15

LT5-120-Y-Z-L-V 1200 0,2

LT5-150-Y-Z-L-V 1500 0,25

A12V DC PZH

Spectral distribution 

1
8,

5

5

13,6 7,5

16
Ø

2,4Ø

16Ø

WW

MDP

DP

NW

CW

Natural white 
Color temperature 4000 K[%]

50

0
400 440 480 520 560 600 640 680 720 760 [nm]

100

Cold white
Color temperature 5700 K[%]

50

0
400 440 480 520 560 600 640 680 720 760 [nm]

100

Warm white 
Color temperature 3000 K[%]

50

0
400 440 480 520 560 600 640 680 720 760 [nm]

100

Medium deep pink

Deep pink

[%]

50

0
400 440 480 520 560 600 640 680 720 760 [nm]

100

[%]

50

0
400 440 480 520 560 600 640 680 720 760 [nm]

100

L

-25°C
45oC

90°

60°

30°
286 cd/Klm

30°0°

90°

60°

cd/klm C0 - C180 C90 - C270
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WW

MDP

DP

NW

CW

Spectral distribution 

LED light tubes LT T8 with integrated power 
supply in sequencing technology. All the 
characteristics of LED light tubes ECO LT T8 
allow for their application as the main light 
source in refrigeration units. In comparison 
to the LT series, the ECO series has a di�usion 
polycarbonate housing, inside which is a heat 
dissipating heat sink. This solution as well as 
matched dimensions make it even more like  
a classic fluorescent lamp. The standard inclu-
des color temperatures: 3000 K, 4000 K,  
5700 K, DEEP PINK, MDP. The Color Rendering 
Index of ECO LT lamps has a value of 85. 

LED LIGHT TUBE ECO LT T8

SERIES LT

IP 20Ra 85 RoHSLED

LED light tube is intended for installation in G13 lamp holder base.

125o

Light distribution curve of the selected fitting ECO LT

FITTING CODE DIMENSIONS [mm] WEIGHT [kg]

L

ELT-44-Y-Z-L-V 438 0,10

ELT-60-Y-Z-L-V 590 0,12

ELT-90-Y-Z-L-V 895 0,15

ELT-120-Y-Z-L-V 1200 0,20

ELT-150-Y-Z-L-V 1500 0,35

A+220-240 
VAC

PZH
Natural white 
Color temperature 4000 K[%]

50

0
400 440 480 520 560 600 640 680 720 760 [nm]

100

Cold white
Color temperature 5700 K[%]

50

0
400 440 480 520 560 600 640 680 720 760 [nm]

100

Warm white 
Color temperature 3000 K[%]

50

0
400 440 480 520 560 600 640 680 720 760 [nm]

100

Medium deep pink

Deep pink

[%]

50

0
400 440 480 520 560 600 640 680 720 760 [nm]

100

[%]

50

0
400 440 480 520 560 600 640 680 720 760 [nm]

100

11

-25°C
45oC

L

90°

60°

30°
267 cd/Klm

30°0°

90°

60°

cd/klm C0 - C180 C90 - C270
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RoHS /P/mP/sD/ 

D/S/PC
LED

220-240 
VAC

Ra 85

lm
IK A+IP

PZH

3000 K
4000 K
5700 K

45oC120o

80

DALI

LEGEND

LED source The RoHS Directive Type of di�user

Power Supply  Declaration of Conformity Color Rendering Index Protection class I

IP protection marking Luminous flux IK Protection rating Energy e�iciency class

Hygiene certificate of the 
National Institute of Hygiene

Light distribution angle Maximum ambient 
temperature

Color Temperature Sequential Power supply

DALI Connect
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Implementation: Pharmacy Remedium



The contents of this catalog should be treated as business information. It does not constitute an offer within the meaning of 
Article 66 and subsequent of the Civil Code. The appearance of the supplied fittings may differ from the photos and drawings. 
The company MILOO-ELECTRONICS Sp. z o.o. reserves the right to withdraw products from this catalog as well as to change 
their final parameters. Products in this catalog only constitute a part of the available trade offer. 
The employees of our sales department will provide detailed information on the product range.

MILOO-ELECTRONICS Sp z o.o. 
Stary Wiśnicz 289, 32-720 Nowy Wiśnicz, Poland 

United Kingdom and Ireland
representative

CitoHome,
90 Muir Wood Road

EH14 5HE Currie
www.citohome.co.uk

e-mail: citohome@gmail.com




